HISTORY
During the Middle Ages, and under Muslim
rule, Baron Island used to be known as Isla
Mayor (Greater Island) and it was used as a reserve
to breed and rear falcons for Emirs and Kings.

I

n 1428, Lord of Cotillas, Pedro Calvillo, appointed Head
Falconer in the reign of John II, the father of Isabella I the
Catholic Monarch, used it as a breeding centre for falcons.
In 1726, it became a royal hunting estate for Prince Philip,
the son of Philip V. In 1870, King Amadeus gave the island
to his friend, the Baron of Benifayó, who retreated there to
escape the anger of the Spanish court following his duel over
a Russian princess and the death of his opponent. Benifayó
and his lover, the princess, were the first permanent residents
of the island, which became known as ‘Baron Island’ from
that time onwards. The Baron built the few buildings and
basic infrastructures found on the island today, comprising
the Moorish-style Palace with its romantic palm tree garden,
the wells and pathways. The old watchtower perched on a
hill top was rebuilt in the1950s by the late Duke of Torres to
create a folly, following the design created by the American
architect Frank Lloyd Wright. The folly is referred to as the
Tower. The island has always been very well cared for
and protected by the a fore mentioned owner-family as a
peaceful un spoilt retreat and now we’re inviting you to enjoy
a unique experience there.

A UNIQUE EXCLUSIVE
EXPERIENCE
Baron Island invites you to enjoy a unique exclusive
experience that evokes the history of the isle: experiencing
the ancient art of falconry in its natural habitat.

J

oin the select group of visitors to this private island in the
Mar Menor, delight in the natural surroundings with a
long tradition of falconry and admire the elegance of
the birds of prey as they hunt and fly. This day trip includes
the boat transfer to and from the island, welcome drinks,
aperitif, lunch and a walk round the island accompanied
by expert falconers.

PROGRAMME*:
11.00 Boat leaves for Baron Island in the Mar Menor,
sightseeing and bird watching.
12.00 Island landing, welcome refreshments in the
Hunting Lodge.
12.30 Walk round the island visiting main sights in this
Nature Reserve.
13.30 Aperitif & Lunch
15.30 Walk round the island including falconry experience.
17.00 Boat leaves for mainland.
17.30 Arrival to port.
* Estimated times.
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BARON ISLAND

BARON ISLAND is an exclusive Nature Reserve
occasionally available for private visits on a limited
and selective basis, by invitation only.

ACTING FOR BIODIVERSITY

I

t is the largest of four islands of volcanic origin and the
only one that is inhabited situated in the Mar Menor, a
lagoon stretching 20 miles by 8, protected from the
open sea by the sand strip of La Manga. The island is
located on the southern Spanish Mediterranean coast near
the ancient port-town of Cartagena, in the Murcia region,
an area that receives over 3,000 hours of sunshine per
year. Baron Island is a nature and wildlife reserve, with
220 acres of hilly land covered by a rich variety of native
Mediterranean vegetation. The highest of its four peaks
reaches 330 feet above sea level, offering spectacular
panoramic views and has a number of small beaches
around its rocky coastline. The island has been developed
in an environmentally friendly way throughout its history:
its unique flora and fauna (including falcons and Sardinian
mouflons), have been preserved, the few buildings that
have been erected have been built from local materials,
rain water is collected by aljibes (cisterns) in the traditional
manner and well water is naturally desalinated by filtration
through many layers of volcanic rock. These good
management practices, preserving nature and landscapes
and acting for biodiversity, have given Baron Island
recognition as a quality labeled European Wildlife Estate.
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